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OPPORTUNITIES FOR POSTDOCS

May 21, 2024

External Awards, Fellowships, & Prizes

- NOMIS–Gladstone Fellowship Program at the Gladstone Institute of Neurological Disease (GIND)
  - Applications are reviewed on a rolling basis.

Presentations/Workshops

- Bangladeshi Rooted Academics in North America specialists in STEM (BRAINSTEM)
  - Even though Bangladeshi Educators host the event, it will be helpful for anyone, particularly the international scholars.
  - Date: May 23, Thursday 2024
  - Time: 9:00 pm - 10:00 pm EST
- Fostering Positive Relationships at Work - Offered by the MU Employee Assistance Program's (EAP)
  - June 4 – 11:30 AM – 12:30 pm
  - Click here to join the meeting
    - Meeting ID: 290 428 924 000
    - Passcode: Zv3yEf
  - Or call in (audio only)
    - +1 573-818-2635, 776719756#
    - United States, Columbia
    - Phone Conference ID: 776 719 756#
- Updates to NIH Training Grant Applications
  - The NIH Institutional National Research Service Award (NRSA) Training Grant Program application is undergoing changes that take effect for submissions due on or after January 25, 2025. During this live, virtual event NIH experts will provide insights and updates on these changes, concluding with a live Q&A session.
  - Wednesday, June 5; 12 – 2 pm
- Coffee with the Expert – Career Development Series by the Missouri Physiological Society (mophys)

https://outlook.office.com/mail/inbox/id/AQMkAGNhYjBiZmMzLTZhZTZhZTYtNGExYy04NzhmLTZiM2QxM2NhN2M5ZgBGAAADa0apiMb7b06Kx5P78s8zDgcA1mekqSs7Bk6UEuwicu%2FzSAAAAAgEMAAA...
Dr. Michelle King, Gatorade Sport Science Institute, Loyola University, Chicago, IL
1 – 2 pm, Wednesday, June 5, 2024
Sign up here for the Zoom link.

- MyPDO Monthly: Leadership Skills - Finding Your Unique Style – By National Postdoctoral Association
  - Most postdocs supervise and mentor graduate students, technicians or even undergraduates but the step up to becoming a team leader in academia, industry or in another work environment is significant. This webinar will introduce leadership styles and discuss the need for each of us to find our own unique style. Particularly when it comes to leadership, what works for men might not work for women. Many of us try to emulate a mentor or a leader we respect but that approach has the critical flaw that we are not that other person, no matter how hard we try. In a crisis, our weaknesses become apparent when we are not being authentic to our true selves. The path to finding our unique best leadership style comes from exercises in self-awareness, receiving feedback from others and leadership experiments.
  - Speakers: Angeliki A. Rigos, Ph.D., MBA (she/her)
  - Mizzou is an institutional member of the National Postdoctoral Association (NPA) and Mizzou’s postdocs are entitled to free affiliate (individual-level) membership to NPA. Click here to obtain your free membership.
  - 12 pm; Wed, June 12, 2024

MU Postdoctoral Association – MUPA

- MUPA Trivia Night at iTAP
  - 7 pm; May 22, 2024
- MUPA Summer Family Picnic Happy Hollow Shelter at Stephen’s Lake Park
  - 12 – 2 pm; June 9, 2024
- Leadership Skills for Research Investigators
  - 9 am – 3 pm August 7, 2024
  - Space is limited. Register here.

Featured Articles

- H-1B Visa Lottery Results Announced: Three-Quarters Rejected – CATO Institute
- Challenges in Science Communication Among Postdocs: A Non-native English Speaker’s Perspective – National Postdoctoral Association
- Ensuring International Students’ Career Success – Inside Higher Ed (The recommendations are true for postdocs as well.)

Resources

- National Center for Faculty Development and Diversity
  - An external mentoring community designed to increase research writing productivity and improve work-life balance.
  - The University of Missouri is an institutional member of the NCFDD. Through the membership, Mizzou postdocs may enjoy the benefits of an NCFDD Individual Membership.
Non-Profit/Government/Industry Postdoctoral Opportunities

- Multiple NASA postdoc opportunities
- Vision R&D Product Development – Johnson & Johnson, Irvine, CA
- Whole Building Systems (WBS) – Lawrence Berkeley National Lab, Bay Area, CA
- Postdoc in Epigenetics (f/m/x) – Helmholtz Munich, Munich, Germany

Diverse Career Opportunities

- Data Science Programs Manager – University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
- Director, Gertrude C. Ford Center for Teaching and Learning – Delta State University, Cleveland, MS
- Assistant Director for Career Services & Experiential Learning – Texas Wesleyan University, Fort Worth, TX

LinkedIn Group: MU Office of Postdoctoral Education

- Join the MU postdoc LinkedIn group to view and share professional and career development opportunities. Many postdoc, industry, academic, and non-profit jobs and funding opportunities are shared daily.

Postdoc Consultations

- Click here to schedule an appointment with Valli Sarveswaran (Director of Postdoctoral Education) to discuss your career & professional development needs, or to discuss any other matters concerning you.
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